Siena turns back state in third game, 51-38

Harwick Next Rival, Two Games Scheduled

The Purple and Gold team was defeated by the Siena College purple and gold team yesterday afternoon. The game was played in the gymnasium and was the third game of the intramural bowling league. The game was won by Siena with a score of 51-38. The team members were as follows: Siena: Coach: Frank Woodworth, Team: T. J. O'Reilly, M. L. Klein, J. M. L. Klein, T. J. O'Reilly, W. H. M. O'Reilly. State: Coach: W. H. M. O'Reilly, Team: T. J. O'Reilly, M. L. Klein, J. M. L. Klein, T. J. O'Reilly, W. H. M. O'Reilly.

Gamb Caps Tied With Phi Delta

Bowling League

The Phi Delta and Gamb caps tied in their bowling match yesterday afternoon. The match was played in the gymnasium and was won by Phi Delta with a score of 22-22. The team members were as follows: Phi Delta: Coach: W. H. M. O'Reilly, Team: T. J. O'Reilly, M. L. Klein, J. M. L. Klein, T. J. O'Reilly, W. H. M. O'Reilly. Gamb caps: Coach: W. H. M. O'Reilly, Team: T. J. O'Reilly, M. L. Klein, J. M. L. Klein, T. J. O'Reilly, W. H. M. O'Reilly.

State to Meet

Skidmore, Vassar
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Teachers attend 60% of students favor co-operation with Russia. Pierce to hold conference held in Empire City

The Teachers and Students attended the conference held in Empire City yesterday. The teachers were divided into two groups: one group, led by Mrs. Alice, was given the task of discussing the need for co-operation with Russia. The other group, led by Mr. James, was given the task of discussing the need for co-operation with China. The conference was attended by 60% of the students, and many of them were very enthusiastic.

Religious Clubs

Hold Food Drive Aid Sought To Relief

Religious clubs held a food drive yesterday afternoon to aid in the relief of the受灾地区. The clubs were the Christian Association, Newman Club, and Gamma Kap. The food collected was to be sent to the Red Cross for distribution.

Students select favorite paintings

"Autumn Haze" ties Religious Clubs for favorite paintings. The popular modernist, M. L. Klein, won the prize for his painting "Autumn Haze." The other prizes were awarded to the students of Prone, Gamma Kap, and Gamma Kap. The prize for the best painting was awarded to the student of Prone for his painting "Autumn Haze." The prize for the best painting was awarded to the student of Prone for his painting "Autumn Haze." The prize for the best painting was awarded to the student of Prone for his painting "Autumn Haze." The prize for the best painting was awarded to the student of Prone for his painting "Autumn Haze."
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College Calendar

[Calendar events]

College Close-ups

[Close-up activities]

Sophomore Big Eight To Enact
Romances Of Magnolia Manor

Family, Heirs Seek
To Repurchase Farrell Mansion

Famous Monologist Will Return
To Entertain Admirers In Page

Letter To Editor

[Editorial text]

Class of 1918

[Class events]

Famous Monologist Will Return
To Entertain Admirers In Page

Lashinsky Announces
Statements Vie Party

Applications For Dorms
Must Be Secured Today

Art Exhibit . .

[Exhibit details]
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Mullin Winner, Defeats Wagner in Final Match

The Maple Leaf, April 2, 1946

Phyllis Muir

The Maple Leaf: Sophomore basketball player, Mullin, was named the winner of the game between the Stakes, Moreland, and Sayles, by defeating the Sayles Gamma Kaps 35-30. Mullin, a guard, had 19 points for his team, including 10 points from three-point range. This was the final game of the season for the Sophomore basketball team.

Footnotes

1. Mullin, a Sophomore, was named the winner of the game between the Stakes, Moreland, and Sayles, by defeating the Sayles Gamma Kaps 35-30.
2. Mullin, a guard, had 19 points for his team, including 10 points from three-point range.
3. This was the final game of the season for the Sophomore basketball team.